The Charlatan’s questions were emailed to Carleton University’s communications department on Oct. 15, 2023.

Here are those questions:

One of multiple incidents, details of which circulated on the university's Reddit page and are detailed in a report internally circulated by APP’s international leadership body, entailed not-yet-initiated APP members being tied together and told to force-feed ice cream to older members.

Those older members were stripped naked as they were being fed ice cream. Please find the official report attached to this email.

1. What are Carleton’s comments on the incident? Has this been brought to Carleton’s attention in the past? If yes, what actions were taken?

2. Is there any additional information, explanation or context you would like to provide related to this incident?

Multiple sources have told the Charlatan that Greek organizations often use campus space to host events. The documentation provided by the sources corroborates this claim.

3. How do Greek organizations book campus spaces?

4. Is there any additional information, explanation or context you would like to provide related to Greek organizations using campus spaces?

In 2016, Jen Sugar, director of student affairs, told the Charlatan in an email for a news story that Carleton does not recognize fraternities and sororities.

Here is a link to the story I’m referencing:

Despite Carleton not recognizing Greek organizations, the Charlatan found that in 2019, Carleton listed the Carleton University Greek Council as an exhibitor for EXPO Carleton. Please find a screenshot attached to this email.
5. Is there any additional information, explanation or context you would like to provide related to this finding?

6. Are there any campus resources for students who allege to have experienced hazing? If yes, what? If not, why?

The Charlatan obtained email correspondence between a Carleton student and the Department of Equity and Inclusive Communities (EIC) pertaining to hazing and rape culture within APP on March 1, 2023.

In an interview with the Charlatan, the student said in an in-person meeting with EIC services, she was told nothing could be done to prosecute or work on banning Alpha Pi Phi from campus because it's technically not an on-campus organization.

7. Is there any additional information, explanation or context you would like to provide related to this claim?

This year, Greek organizations have actively promoted themselves on the Carleton campus by drawing on buildings with chalk despite the university’s posting policy that states “notices may not be affixed to walls, pillars, bathroom stalls, doors, windows or any other location not specifically designated for public display purposes.”

8. Is there any additional information, explanation or context you would like to provide related to Greek organizations advertising on campus buildings?